...a sisterhood devoted to knowing and loving
each other as we grow deeper in Christ.
Our Mission is Colossians 2:2-3:
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“I want you Woven into a tapestry of love, in
touch with everything there is to know of God.”
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We Are Woven through planned events and outreach, but our Woven life groups are
the core of who we are.
Woven Groups meet one evening per month for 6
months. We know how busy you are! That’s why
our studies require no homework and apply
scripture to everyday life.
We invite YOU to join this circle of love!
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Woven Locally: Woven assists women in transition (job loss, divorce,
health issues). Our Gifted Hands therapeutic art ministry helps women
recovering from abuse. The “Loved Beyond Measure” project provides a Welcome Bag for women in rehab with toiletries & comfort.
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Woven Globally: Our current mission is to meet the needs of adolescent
school girls and women in Uganda & Kenya by supplying feminine
needs and underwear. This is necessary for girls to complete their education. It is a basic need for all women. We are seeking seamstresses
to make reusable pads and liners. Woven is also supplying funds for
sewing machines for Ugandan women to learn to sew.
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Woven began with the prayers of one woman and has become the answer to prayer for thousands of women. Since 1998, Woven has spread
from coast to coast in the US and globally to South Africa, Japan,
Uganda, and Kenya.
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Restoring Relationships
Recovering Identity
Re-inventing Leadership
Reaching the World

CONTACT Pastor Cindy:
cstiverson.com
740-507-3284
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